How To:
Measure from the base of your palm (the first bend line in wrist) to the tip of your middle finger.

Note:
The size guide is a starting point. Other things to consider when choosing a size:
- Girth of hand & fingers
- Personal fit preference (tight fit vs. loose fit)
**Women's Glove Size Guide**

Note:
The size guide is a starting point. Other things to consider when choosing a size:
- Girth of hand & fingers
- Personal fit preference (tight fit vs. loose fit)

How To:
Measure from the base of your palm (the first bend line in wrist) to the tip of your middle finger.
Youth Glove Size Guide

How To:
Measure from the base of your palm (the first bend line in wrist) to the tip of your middle finger.

Note:
The size guide is a starting point. Other things to consider when choosing a size:
• Girth of hand & fingers
• Personal fit preference (tight fit vs. loose fit)

Youth Sizes
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XL
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MD

SM

Women’s Sizes

PALM

Youth Sizes

SM

MD

LG

XL